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Evolution of data, information, knowledge and

wisdom

It is a cumulative progression from data

processing through information technology to the

knowledge management, and the next step is

wisdom. Usually, corporations can be informed, and

knowledgeable, but in the globalization, they must

increasingly become wise, or the wisdom of enterprise.

Al-Hawamdeh (2003) focused his studies on

knowledge transformation and created the knowledge

transformation process as shown in Figure 1.

Figure1: The knowledge transformation process (Yamasakiûs

theory)

Source: Al-Hawamdeh (2003)

Indeed, Klingner (1981) specified the definition

of data, information, knowledge, and wisdom as

following:

Data is a set of particular and objective facts

about an event or simply the structured record of

transaction, raw number and facts. Zack (1999) agreed

that data represent facts or observations out of context

that not directly meaningful. According to Davis and

Olson, (1985) data are the raw material of higher order

constructs.

Information is process or organized data, as a

result of replacing data within some meaningful

content, often in a form of a message. Zack (1999) and

Tiwannna (2003) defined the meaning of information

as the data endowed with relevance and purpose. Its

root for informing meant something that changes or

shapes the person who gets it.

Knowledge is categorized data, sorted based

on clear or implied relationships, or something more than

information, as meaningful and authenticated

information. Davenport and Prusak (1998) and McInerney

(2002) agreed that knowledge is closer to action, or

actionable information, and increased through

interaction with information from people. While Zeleny

(2005) cited that knowledge is the purposeful

coordination of action, it implies the capacity of

coordinated actions toward some goals and objectives

and coordinated action is the test of possessing

knowledge. Every act of knowing brings forth a world,

showing the relationship in reaching the goal and what

we know: Bringing forth a world of coordinated action is

human knowledge. Structurally, Nonaka and Takeuchi

(1995) mentioned that knowledge, unlike information, is

about beliefs and commitment. In addition, knowledge

is the full utilization of information and data, couple with

the potential of peopleûs skills, competencies, ideas,

intuitions, commitments, and motivations. Shortly,

knowledge is understanding the cognitive system

posses.

In 1987, the new concept, or the next stage

of evolution beyond knowledge management is

wisdom system. Wisdom is the application of knowledge

to make individual or organizational choices; a deep

understanding of people, things, events or situations, em-

powering the ability to choose or act to consistently

produce the optimum results with a minimum of time

and energy (McInerney, 2002). Maxwell (1984) defined

wisdom as the capacity to realize what is of value in

life and including knowledge and technological

know-how. Meanwhile, wisdom becomes a manageable

resource for corporate spine of 4 Es: efficiency,

effectiveness, explicability and ethics.
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Efficiency is about doing things right, effectiveness is about doing the right things, explicability is about being

able to understand and explain is oneûs action, and ethics about assuming responsibility for oneûs action. Wisdom and

ethics are clearly closely related, often being indistinguishable and inseparable because an unethical person cannot

be considered wise. Shortly, wisdom knows why things should or should not be done. Clearly, information support us

to do thing right (efficiency), and knowledge already aspires us to do the right things (effectiveness). Business

especially, is required not only knowing how, but also knowing why. Explicability of purpose is an essential ingredient

of its effectiveness in attainment. Wisdom is about explicability and ethics of our doing.

Table 1: Reflects a continuing process of taxonomy knowledge.

Briefly, Table 1 showed the continuing evolution of data, information, knowledge, and wisdom by analogy

with baking bread. Elements of bread as yeast, bacteria, starch molecules are data; ingredients of bread as flour,

water, sugar, and spices recipe are information, the process of baking bread is knowledge, and the reason of baking

bread is wisdom.

Somehow, Flyvbjerg (2001, 2006) and Attitude (2004) referred to Aristotleûs three kinds of knowledge as can

be separated out to episteme, techne, and phronesis. Episteme means universal truth, scientific, and context -

independent knowledge. This kind of knowledge appeared to be highly suitable for professionalization and it was

based on a documental evident and view of management. It is the rational idealism, context- independent, and

objective (explicit knowledge).

Techne is translated as technique, skill, art, or pragmatic context-dependent knowledge. It is context-

dependent, or tacit knowledge. Phronesis is translated as practical wisdom, prudence, an intellectual virtue, context-

dependent knowledge and ethics orientation focusing on value based judgments for man, or it is phronesis that offers

the possibility of a synthesis to the management. In generally, phronesis is the ability to determine and take the best

action in a specific situation to serve the common circumstances, or the ability to synthesize universal knowledge with

the particular knowledge of a concrete situation.

Flyvberg (2001) explained that episteme concerned theoretical know why and techne denoted technical

knowhow, and phronesis is focused on balancing instrumental rationality with value rationality. In addition, Statler and

Oppegaard (2005) argued that practical wisdom combined effective management with ethnical behavior.

Analogy (baking bread) Effect Purpose

Data elements: yeast, bacteria, muddling through know-nothing

starch molecules

Information ingredients: flour, water, sugar, efficiency know-what

spices recipe

Knowledge coordination of baking process, effectiveness know-how

result, product

Wisdom why bread? Why this way? Explicability know-why

Source: Zeleny (2006)
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Leader with Practical Wisdom

Leadership is çorganizing a group of people to

achieve a common goalé. The leaders may or may not

have any formal authority. Students of leadership have

produced theories involving traits, situational interaction,

function, behavior, power, vision and values, and

intelligence, among others (Chemers, 2012). Leadership

defined an activity of elites, and entrepreneurship as a

matter of individual disposition (Peukert, 2003). For

leadership, phronesis is manifested in the capacity to

select the appropriate goal(s) to successfully devise means

to reach them (Halverson, 2004).

Phronetic leaders must have their sense of

seeing or feel in the hidden problems of the organization

as solvable within local constraints including the ability of

decision making. They must be able to synthesize both

tacit and explicit knowledge through communication,

training, or sharing with others. As a consequence, the

organizations improve shared practices and process to

appropriately solve complicated problems. Meanwhile,

good leadership is a combination of knowledge,

understanding experiences, discretion, and intuitive

understanding, along with the capacity of communica-

tion through empathy.

Flyvbjerg (2001, 2006) and Attitude (2004)

referred to the Aristotelian approach that practical

wisdom has a fundamental component of reason- moral

imagination for management, and it articulates

knowledge with values and emotion, or practical

wisdom act as knowledge with ethnical support. It

identifies the characteristics or features of practical

wisdoms as the changeability, particularity, and

interpretation. First, changeability means that the

practical practice could not fit with every situation, or

application, thus any deliberated solution(s) should be

designed for adjustable innovation. Second, particular

management should be declared for complex or

challenged problem(s) in order to cope with the

uncontrolled environmental business. Third, interpretation

is the requirement(s) of tackling commercial situation(s).

Moreover, wisdom also involves three courses of

actions in response to this balancing: adaptation to ex-

isting environments, shaping of existing environment, and

selection of new environments. On the other hand, Murphy

(1993) argued this matter in a different way that the

moral reason is not limited to production and any

human practice. Thus, both moral and technical

dimensions are considered by the individual. The author

agrees that managerial practice needs the form of

knowledge, skill, experiences, technological and norm or

value, how the effective exercise(s) can run depends on

how to blend these variables and wise harmonize them

with reality in business.

By establishing practical wisdom as a core

heart of management, it is the ability to identify the

adjustable solution for the specific situation and one

must be able to discern the significant aspect(s) of the

situation(s) and apply his knowledge, experience and

values to make a good decision. Meanwhile, a leader

should make the decision with his knowledge, skill,

experiences and virtues as a moral process, shaped a

personal conflict, and adjusted to the emergence of

personal consciousness.

Nevertheless, the leader eventually leads

suppliers, producers and customers to appreciate

these values, by envisioning different futures based on

their unique views of the world. Not only does he differ

in his ability to foresee the future, or sense the new

opportunities, but he differ in his ability to envision the

future, and create these opportunities, including utilize

various resources, create, and accumulate different

resources.

Leader with four steps to motivate people thrive

in workplace

One question often came out after we got an

assignment from our boss. What do we learn in this job?

Loving the things that we do (passionate) is not enough.

Any job that does not provide opportunities for learning
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has no value on it. Thus, some companies assign an

employee to handle responsibilities of greater scale and

scope which would be (a) new lesson plan(s) for career

path development.

Porath and Spreitzer (2012) mentioned that

çgreater scale means a job in the same area with a

larger budget or resources but greater scope means a

job involving activities with more breadth and complexity.é

Furthermore, Porath and Spreitzer (2012) stated that

thriving consisted of 2 parts are vitality and learning.

Vitality is the sense of being alive, passionate and

excited. Leaders have to generate vitality with the sense

that what their employees do on daily basis to make a

difference. Leaders have to plan for individual direction

for growth, and learning can occur with competitive,

technical advantages through sharing with others.

Somehow, both vitality and learning lead employees to

the ends and find way to grow.

In other aspects, rewarding can be a good

motivation. Briefly, thriving is the source of pursuit of

success. Porath and Spreitzer (2012) viewed that there

are four steps that create the condition of thriving

employees.

1. Providing decision making discretion

2. Sharing information

3. Minimizing incivility

4. Offering performance feedback

First providing decision-making discretion by

giving them empowerment, let employees have oppor-

tunities to say how it works, how it does, a sense of

management, or more chances for learning. There would

be many organizations that use this method with their

employees. Facebook, Inc, for example, initiated it is a

culture of empowerment, and everyone can post a

note expressing their opinions or results toward the

companyûs motto, çMove fast and break thingsé, which

encourages employees to make decisions and act.

However, it would be the challenge for a leader when

their people make any mistakes on their empowerment.

Those situations create the conditions of learning and

performance development as well.

Second, sharing information would be more

innovative. If we can know more news, information, or

learn more lessons via others, we will have more ideas,

experiences, or solutions for various kinds of problems.

Moreover, information is always changed, we need to

update and adjust our business in order to catch on

competitors and customer needs. Small, medium, and

large organizations cannot ignore the importance of

wide data, near real time information, existing

knowledge, or practical wisdom. Nevertheless,

technology is the effective tool for arrangement,

binding, collecting, or sorting information for validity and

reliability throughout an organization. Brainstorming is the

way for creating new ideas, or new knowledge that

employees need to make decisions and take initiative

with confidence.

Third, minimizing incivility that prevents people

from thriving because it decreases their efforts and

deliberated quality of work. Top management should

recognize high qualified candidates who did not match

the organizational culture or who had negative

emotional intelligence because they cannot produce

high productivity in the long run although they are an

abundant resource.

Last, offering performance feedback, to inspire

the energy of thriving for useful learning. Especially,

complaint information from customers creates the

improvement directly. The immediate and tangible

feedback is the activity to remind employees to work

and implement their strategies towards an organizationûs

goals.

Leader with Happiness in Workplace

       Have you ever wondering why many leaders

face high rate of turnover situation? Despite high

compensation, interesting benefits, or welfare, Why do

they quit? What is their real demand? An economist
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Richard Easterlin founded that paper on national

happiness did not correlate with per capita income. In

the same country, rich people were happier than a

poor people but a richer country was not necessarily

happier than a poorer one. Moreover, rises in income

over time fails to increase happiness. In business world, if

the leader understands their employees, and learn how

to give the chance for growth, they will bring more

happy employees than unhappy ones. For instance, Coca

Cola CEO Muhtar Kent employs 140,000 people, and he

prefers to be low key, carry his own bag, try to use çIé

as little as possible and treasure team in the largest

sense. He treat employees as partners, customers, or

stakeholders and he also loves to visit a supermarket

and act as a customer. (Ignatius & Kent, 2011).

In fact, after Starbucks, or McDonaldûs arrival in

Russia, in 1990, their first tasks was to train a culture of

smile, or be joyful to customers, or set menu çHappy

mealé in order to respond to customer happiness. Walt

Disney Companyûs motto became çmake people happy.é

With the happiness in workplace, service providers, will

perform to match with the value of cheerfulness.

Conclusion

This article has revealed evolution, importance

and a continuing process of data, information,

knowledge, and wisdom. How the value of practical

wisdom is, and how leaders encourage and distribute

their skill(s), or vision(s) to employees appropriately.

Furthermore, the content is related to how to motivate

people thrive within workplace. There are 4 mechanisms

to create the conditions of thriving employees: providing

decision making discretion, sharing information,

minimizing, and mechanism is offering performance

feedback.

Finally, it is evident that creating the happiness

in the workplace is really necessary to share these

surroundings with customers, employees, colleagues, or

stakeholders. Productivity will increase with happiness in

working and empirically practiced wisdom of leaders as

well.
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